Public spaces all over the world are closing because people are not practicing adequate social distancing.

HELP KEEP THIS PLACE OPEN
Take these instructions seriously for your health and the health of others.

- **Practice Social Distancing.**
  Maintain a distance of 6 feet or more from other visitors. Our pathways are not wide enough everywhere, provide space by moving to an adjacent, entry or exit path. Take care not to trample plants.

- **Use the Bathroom at Home.**
  The restrooms here are closed.

- **Visit Another Time.**
  If social distancing looks difficult, stay closer to home for your outdoor recreation.

- **Do Not Touch Anything.**
  We cannot ensure the adequate disinfection of railings, benches, picnic benches, restrooms, water fountains, etc.

- **Keep Your Trash.**
  Pack it in, pack it out.

We are all in this together.
Learn more: ucdavis.edu/coronavirus